E ectively making sense of short texts is a critical task for many real world applications such as search engines, social media services, and recommender systems. e task is particularly challenging as a short text contains very sparse information, o en too sparse for a machine learning algorithm to pick up useful signals. A common practice for analyzing short text is to rst expand it with external information, which is usually harvested from a large collection of longer texts. In literature, short text expansion has been done with all kinds of heuristics. We propose an end-to-end solution that automatically learns how to expand short text to optimize a given learning task. A novel deep memory network is proposed to automatically nd relevant information from a collection of longer documents and reformulate the short text through a gating mechanism. Using short text classi cation as a demonstrating task, we show that the deep memory network signi cantly outperforms classical text expansion methods with comprehensive experiments on real world data sets.
How does a human understand short texts? Consider the scenario where we read a headline "Sequestration in Fiscal 2017", or encounter a paper titled "Recognizing groceries in situ using in vitro training data" [19] , or see a Tweet "Watching that movie makes me ROFL!". Without any context, they don't make clear sense for us either. Our spontaneous response is to open up a search engine and put the short text into the search box. We believe that among billions of indexed Web pages, there exist relevant pages that elaborate the unfamiliar concepts in a short text. Even if the results are not all relevant, we know where to pay our a ention and glean just the information we want. To achieve a thorough understanding, we sometimes update the query and perform another round of search.
e practice of a Web user querying on search engines is essentially leveraging a large amount of Web pages to understand short texts. Indeed, in literature, leveraging vast amounts of external data is proven to be an e ective strategy for many applications of short text understanding such as query expansion [5, 34] , semantic relatedness analysis [7, 27] , short text classi cation [10, 25] , and question answering [4, 28] . In these applications, the features of short texts are typically expanded by selecting the most relevant documents from the entire corpus and then used in downstream tasks. A variety of heuristics are designed for the expansion process, which may or may not be optimal for downstream tasks.
Alternatively, we look for a principled process for short text expansion with a large collection of documents. Ideally, it would be able to emulate the human's information seeking process in search engines. Similar to the search engines, it should have a very e cient process to retrieve a list of documents that may be relevant to the short text. Instead of pu ing equal trust to all returned results, it should have a mechanism similar to humans' cognitive process, which can selectively pay a ention to relevant results. It would be ideal to support iterative expansion of the short texts as a Web user may reformulate the query and conduct multiple rounds of search.
In this paper, we design such an automated process with a deep memory network, called the ExpaNet. e network simulates the process of expanding a short text through searching for relevant long documents, and is trained in an end-to-end fashion to optimize the downstream application. Given a short text, it rst retrieves a set of potentially relevant documents from a large data collection, which may be noisy. en, a ention mechanisms [9] are used to determine which documents are worth a closer look. Both so and hard a ention are considered, which either de nes a probability distribution over the documents or focuses on an individual document. With the a ention mechanism, new information from the long documents are identi ed, gathered, and integrated to reformulate the short text. In classical methods of query expansion, this is achieved by a linear combination of the two sources of information, and a global scalar coe cient is chosen for the combination based on heuristics or extensive tuning. Our network uses the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [3] as a principled way to combine the two sources of information, in which the weights are automatically determined for each short text. Similar to a human user who may continually update a search query for multiple rounds, our deep memory network also allows to expand the short text multiple times by using the reformulated short text as the next input. e nal representation of short text is fed to a downstream learning task. In this paper, we take the task of short text classi cation as a demonstrative example. By optimizing the classi cation objective, the whole network is trained end-to-end by backpropagation.
We evaluate the proposed deep memory network using short texts of di erent genres, including titles of Wikipedia articles (general domain), titles of computer science publications (scienti c domain), and tweets (social media domain). Experimental results show that it signi cantly outperforms classical text expansion methods and text classi cation methods that only use short text features.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a novel end-to-end solution for short text expansion. A deep memory network-based model is designed to gather useful information from relevant documents and integrate it with the original short text.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world short text data sets. Experimental results on short text classi cation show that our proposed deep memory networks signicantly outperforms the classical query expansion methods and the methods which only use the features in short text.
Organization. e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 describes our end-to-end solution for short text expansion. Section 4 reports the experimental results, and we conclude the paper in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Our work is related to three lines of research in literature: text representation, memory networks, and query/short text expansion.
Text Representation
Distributed representations of text have been proven to be very e ective in various natural language processing tasks. ese approaches can be roughly classi ed into two categories: unsupervised approaches (e.g., Skip-gram [20] and ParagraphVEC [16] ) and supervised approaches (e.g., convolutional neural networks (CNN) [13] , recurrent neural networks (RNN) [8] , PTE [30] , and FastText [12] ). e representations learned by the unsupervised approaches are very general and can be applied to di erent tasks. However, their performance usually falls short on speci c tasks since no supervision is leveraged when learning the representations. e supervised approaches have shown very promising results on di erent types of text corpus. For example, FastText [12] and PTE [30] achieve state-of-the-art results for text classi cation on long documents while on short documents, CNN [13] and RNN [8] achieve state-of-the-art results. All these approaches focus on learning text representations with the raw features, and no additional data is leveraged.
Memory Networks
Another line of related work are memory networks [9, 15, 23, 29] , which use the a ention and memory mechanism in deep learning models. For example, Sukhbaatar et al. proposed an end-to-end memory network [29] for question answering tasks. Given a question and contexts relevant to the question, the memory network employs a recurrent a ention model over the contexts to iteratively identify relevant contexts for answering the question. Di erent variants of memory networks [15, 23] are proposed with di erent a ention and memory updating mechanisms.
Compared to these works, the current paper di ers in several aspects: (1) most of the work on memory network focuses on question answering while our work studies a very di erent application: short text expansion and classi cation; (2) in the se ing of question answering, the number of contexts for each question is very limited while in our se ing, for each short text, the entire collection of documents are used as potential relevant contexts. (3) the so a ention mechanism is usually used in these works while in our work we investigate both so and hard a ention mechanisms. In the experiments, we adapt the end-to-end memory networks to our task and compare it with our approach.
Short Text Expansion
Our approach uses the search results from a large collection to expand short texts. is general strategy has been applied in many data mining tasks, notably query expansion with relevance feedback [2, 5, 34] , semantic relatedness analysis [7, 27] , short text classication [10, 25] , and question answering [4, 28] . e expanded text usually takes the form of interpolation between the original short text and the retrieved documents, which is then used in downstream tasks, such as retrieval and classi cation. Because the retrieved documents o en contain noise, and the interpolation weights are o en set by heuristics, the errors may accumulate in the pipeline and harm the performance of an end task. is problem is known as query dri [18] in query expansion.
Compared to previous work on short text expansion, we take an end-to-end approach to train the text expansion algorithm towards a clear learning objective. is turns short text expansion into an optimization problem and eliminates the need for extensive tuning of the interpolation weights [17] .
DEEP MEMORY NETWORK FOR SHORT TEXT EXPANSION
To understand a piece of short text, the common practice of a Web user is to formulate the short text as a search query, and then seek for de nition, examples, paraphrases, and contexts in the returned Web pages. In other words, the Web user is leveraging the huge collection of Web pages for short text understanding. erefore, in this paper, we study how to leverage external documents for expanding the representations of short texts and understanding its meaning. We take short text classi cation as an example of such task. Our problem is formally de ned as follows:
De nition 3.1. (Problem De nition.) Given a collection of long documents C, we aim to learn a function f that expands a short text q into a richer representation q , i.e., q = f (q, C). Based on the richer representation q , we can accurately classify the short text into one of the prede ned categories Y.
Leveraging long documents for short text expansion has been widely studied in information retrieval literature, where a query is expanded by leveraging the top-K documents returned by the retrieval systems, a method known as pseudo relevance feedback [34] . In such a method, top-K documents are usually retrieved with a search function, and then some terms are selected from the top-K documents using heuristic methods such as TFIDF weighting and probability weighting, which are added back to the original query. However, these methods are not accurate since the returned top-K documents and terms selected from the top-K documents can be noisy and cause topic dri .
In this section we introduce ExpaNet, an end-to-end solution based on deep memory network. Our approach shares similar intuition with pseudo-relevance feedback but is much more principled. It can be trained to automatically identify the relevant documents for the given query (short text) and lter out non-relevant ones.
ExpaNet integrates ve di erent modules including retrieval module, short text representation module, long document representation module, expansion module, and classi cation module. Since the long document collection C can be huge, the retrieval module provides an e cient way to retrieve a small subset of potentially relevant documents C q for the given short text q.
e short text representation module maps the short text q into a continue representation q.
e long document representation module represents each document d ∈ C q with a continuous representation d and put it into the memory M. e expansion module expands the q into a new representation q by leveraging the memory M using multiple hops. Finally, the classi cation module predicts the category with the expanded representation q as input. All these modules are coupled together and trained through error backpropagation. Next, we introduce these di erent modules respectively.
Retrieval Module
In practice, the external long document collections C can be very large. For example, the entire Web contains billions of Web pages, and the entire Wikipedia contains millions of articles. For a short text q, only a few documents from the collection C would be relevant to the query. erefore, we rst use the original short text q as a query to search for a set of potentially relevant long documents C q from an external large collection C. e documents will be used by the model as the "raw material" for text expansion. e goal of this step is to obtain relevant documents e ciently and with high recall. is process can be implemented e ciently with existing techniques such as an inverted index used in information retrieval, locality sensitive hashing for high-dimensional data points, and directly making use of APIs provided by existing search engines. To ensure a high recall, one can set the number of returned documents to be reasonably large, e.g., tens or hundreds of documents.
Short Text Representation Module
We represent each short text q = w 1 , . . . , w n as a d-dimensional vector q in a continuous space. Each word in the vocabulary is represented as a d-dimensional vector, and then the entire short text is represented as the average vector of words in the short text, i.e.,
where A ∈ R d×V is the word embedding matrix, V is the size of the vocabulary. ere could be more sophisticated ways to encode a piece of text (such as with convolutional neural networks [13] or recurrent neural networks [24] ). We choose the simple averaging approach as it was shown to work well in our previous work [30] and much easier to train.
Long Document Representation Module
Each long document is also represented as a d-dimensional vector space. Similarly, each document d i = w 1 , . . . , w n are represented as the average vector of the words in the documents, i.e.,
where B ∈ R d×V is word embedding matrix for long document representations.
Expansion Module
e expansion module is the core part of ExpaNet. e goal is to expand the continuous representation of input short text q by incorporating the information in the memory
, where K is the number of documents in the memory.
e expansion process can be divided into two di erent components: (1) given the query representation q, what information should we read from the memory? (2) how to integrate the information from the memory with the original query representation q? 3.4.1 Memory Reading. For memory reading component, we aim to identify the relevant documents to the given query q. Here, we use the a ention mechanism. Two types of a ention mechanisms are used: so a ention [29] and hard a ention [22] .
So attention: So a ention is widely used in existing memory networks. We use the same mechanism as [29] .
e relevance between the query q and each document d i is calculated as their inner product, and a so max function is used to de ne the a ention probability over each document i in the memory, i.e.,
where So max(z i ) = e z i / j e z j . In this way, the a i 's de ne a probability distribution over the long documents in memory M, and the information read from the document is de ned as:
Hard attention: Instead of looking at each document with some probability, a human searcher o en picks a document that seems relevant and focus on it. erefore, we also investigate using hard a ention here [22] , which is achieved by randomly sampling a document from the probability distribution a = (a 1 , . . . , a K ) de ned in the so a ention, i.e.,
where p is a one-hot vector. en the information read from the memory is de ned as:
However, as mentioned in [22] , training a hard a ention model is very hard, which has a high variance of the gradients (e.g., the REINFORCE [32] algorithm), and complicated variance reduction methods [33] must be used. In this paper, we use a recent technique, the Gumbel-So max [11] , for backpropagating through samples, which has a low gradient variance. Speci cally, each sample is drawn according to the following distribution:
where i follows the Gumbel(0,1) distribution, and τ is the temperature hyperparameter (τ is set as 2.0 in our experiments). For more details about the Gumbel-so max distribution, readers can refer to [11] .
Short Text Expansion.
With the memory reading component, the model is able to retrieve relevant information, i.e., o, from the memory. en how should we reformulate the short text? It is natural to integrate information from the original representation q, and information retrieved from the memory o. Indeed, a typical method for query expansion in information retrieval is to interpolate between the original query and the expanded document [26, 34] , where a scalar parameter is used to trade o between the two information and empirically tuned, which is based on heuristics. Here, we use a principled method to integrate the two sources of information. We use a gating mechanism, the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [3] , to combine the information, which is able to automatically determine the weight of the two sources of information. Speci cally, the two sources of information are integrated as follows:
where • denotes elementwise multiplication and σ (x ) = 1/(1 + exp(x )), tanh(x ) = (1 − exp(−2x ))/(1 + exp(−2x )) are both elementwise operations. o is the new information from the memory, which is determined by both sources of information q and o. z is the weighting vector between the original information q and the new information o . e output q is the expanded representation of the input short text q.
Iterative Expansion via
Multiple-hops. When a Web user inputs a query and reads the search results, the user may reformulate the query. is process can continue several times until the user understands the query. Our algorithm also tries to simulate this process, which is achieved through the recurrent a ention mechanism using multiple hops in the short text expansion component. More speci cally, when a expanded representation q is output by the short text expansion component, the representation q is treated as an initial query to the module. is process can be repeated several times, and the nal output representation is used as the representation of the original query q.
In practice, when the query is updated, one may ask that the set of relevant documents should be re-retrieved from the entire collections. However, as mentioned previously, the initial set of retrieved documents have a very high recall, which means that the relevant documents to the new query are very likely to belong the initial retrieved set. Only the weights between the query and the documents need to be updated, which is taken care of by the a ention mechanism.
Classi cation Module
As in classical methods for query expansion, we keep the original short text representation q and represent the nal short text representation as a concatenation of q and the expanded representation q , i.e., q nal = [ q, q ], which is then used to predict the category of the short text. A fully connected layer is rst applied to the short text representation and then followed by a So max transformation, yielding a distribution over the categories, i.e.,
where W ∈ R | Y |×2d is the parameter for fully connected layer.
Training
In this paper, we take the example of short text classi cation as the goal of short text expansion. erefore, the ultimate goal is to accurately predict the category of the short text, and the cross entropy loss function is used. Speci cally, given a training data set (q i , i ) and a document collection C, we aim to minimize the loss:
where p ( |q i , C) is the probability of class given short text q i and long document collection C, predicted by the network. e whole network is trained by backpropagation including the word embeddings A, B, weights of fully connected network W for classi cation, and parameters W (z ) , U (z ) , W (r ) , U (r ) , W, U in the GRU.
EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, we compare our algorithm (ExpaNet) to state-ofthe-art methods for short text classi cation and classical methods of query expansion. On three real world data sets, ExpaNet shows superior performance. We also analyze the e ect of retrieval collection choice, parameter sensitivity, and a ention distribution.
Data Sets
We test our algorithm on three di erent genres of short texts. Basic statistics of these data sets are summarized in Table 1 and 2. W . Titles of Wikipedia articles represent short texts in the general domain. e length of Wikipedia titles is on average 3.12 words, similar to that of search queries [1] . We take a recent snapshot of English Wikipedia 1 to construct this data set. We use 15 categories in the main topic classi cations of Wikipedia 2 as our labels: "Arts", "Games", "Geography", "Health", "History", "Industry", "Law", "Life", "Mathematics", "Ma er", "Nature", "People", "Religion", "Science and Technology", and "Society". We assign a title to its closest category in terms of geodesic distance (shortest path length) in the graph of Wikipedia categories. To generate multiclass classi cation data set, we include only titles with a unique category, i.e. only that category has the shortest geodesic distance 1 h ps://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20161120 2 h ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Main topic classi cations to the article. To construct a collection of semantically related long documents, we use the the abstract of all Wikipedia articles. D . Titles of computer science literature represent short texts in formal communication. We choose 6 diverse research elds for classi cation, including "Database", "Arti cial Intelligence", "Hardware", "Systems", "Programming Languages", and " eory". For each eld, we select representative conferences and collect the titles of papers published in these conferences as labeled data. To construct a collection of semantically related long documents, we use the abstracts of all papers in DBLP bibliography database. 3 T . e 140-character microblog data represent informal short texts widely used in social media. We use a large corpus of tweets for positive/negative sentiment classi cation. 4 We randomly sampled 1,200,000 tweets and split them into training and test sets. Because tweets is special genre of text, it is non-trivial to obtain semantically related long documents. Since the data set itself is reasonably large, we use the training set as the document collection.
We use the Apache Lucene library 5 to construct full-text index for each document collection. is allows e cient document retrieval using short texts as queries. For each short text, we associate top K relevant documents as its memory. We use Dirichlet smoothing language modeling as the retrieval function [35] . We use standard classi cation performance metrics to evaluate di erent algorithms: micro-averaged F1 and macro-averaged F1.
Experimental Setup

Compared Methods.
We compare three di erent types of methods: (1) existing typical approaches for text representations, which only use the information in the original short text; (2) classical relevance feedback methods for query expansion in information retrieval, which leverages external documents to improve short text representation; (3) end-to-end short text expansion solution based on memory networks, which also leverage external documents and are trained in an end-to-end fashion.
Text representation approaches can be grouped as follows. Unsupervised methods: (1) e classical "bag-of-words" represenation (BOW). Each document is a |V |-dimensional vector, where each dimension is the TFIDF representation a word. (2) Skip-gram: the state-of-the-art word embedding model [21] ; (3) LINE: the large-scale information network embedding model [31] . It is used to learn unsupervised word embeddings from word co-occurrence networks and word-document networks. We take average of word embeddings to produce a document embedding.
Supervised methods: (1) PTE: the predictive text embedding model [30] . We use the PTE model to learn supervised word embeddings from word co-occurrence networks, word-document networks, and word-label networks. We take average of word embeddings to produce a document embedding. (2) CNN: the supervised text embedding model based on convolutional neural networks [13] . [12] . ery expansion methods: For classical query expansion algorithms, we consider Rocchio's method [26] . Both short text and long documents are represented as sparse "bag-of-words" vectors with TFIDF weighting. We treat the long documents d i as pseudo relevant documents, and expand the short text q by interpolating between q and the average of d i 's:
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the interpolation weight. λ is tuned for each data set on a validation set. We call this method BOW RF . Another straightforward query expansion approach is to concatenate the short text and its long documents together, and use existing methods to learn text representation for this pseudo-document. Speci cally, we use Skip-gram, LINE, and PTE to learn word embeddings, and generate the pseudo-document vector by averaging word embeddings. is gives us three variants: Skip-gram RF , LINE RF , and PTE RF , corresponding to three text representation methods.
Memory network-based methods: we adapt the original memory network [29] to our problem se ing (MemNet). We treat the short text as the question, the documents retrieved by our retrieval module as memories, and the target category as the answer. Finally, we include two variants of our algorithm: the short text expansion memory network with so a ention (ExpaNet-S) and hard a ention (ExpaNet-H).
We consider two se ings of retrieved documents: (1) short text memory: for each short text in training and test set, the memories are short texts pre-retrieved from the training set. (2) long document memory: for each short text in training and test set, the memories are long documents pre-retrieved from an external document collection. As mentioned in Section 4.1, we only consider short text memory for the T data set.
Parameter Se ings.
To prepare relevant documents for each short text, we retrieve top 20 results from the document collection returned by Dirichlet smoothing language modeling (µ = 2000, default in Lucene). Considering Web search engines typically show 10 results per page, 20 results is reasonably large for a high recall of relevant documents. In rare cases where the retrieval function does not return enough results, we randomly duplicate the returned results to make 20 documents.
To train text classi cation models, we use one-vs-rest multiclass support vector machines with linear kernel implemented in the LibLinear package [6] with regularization weight c = 1. For text embedding methods, we set embedding dimension to be 100. To represent a piece of text as a sequence of words, we use the rst 15 words for short text and the rst 100 words for long documents; zero-padding is used when the text is not long enough. End-to-end learning algorithms are trained using Adam stochastic gradient descent algorithm [14] , in mini-batches of size 32. e initial learning rate is empirically set to be 10 −3 for CNN and RNN, and 10 −2 for FastText and memory network-based methods. Word embedding matrices are initialized with numbers drawn from N (0, 0.1 2 ).
For each of the three memory network-based methods, the number of hops is tuned on hold-out data sets (#hops ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}).
Overall Performance
We compare three di erent types of approaches: methods with only short text features, short text expansion using classical query expansion methods, and end-to-end short text expansion methods based on memory networks. For the la er two types of methods, besides leveraging external long documents as memory, we also investigate the e ect of treating the training short documents as memory. For all the methods, the performance are averaged over ve runs with random parameter initialization. Table 3 summarizes the performance of all compared methods. Statistical signi cance of the results are provided by comparing our methods to the original memory networks [29] , a strong baseline method. In general, our methods signi cantly outperforms the original memory networks and baseline methods only using original features of short texts and classical query expansion methods.
For the methods with only short text features, the unsupervised approaches BOW, Skipgram,and LINE do not perform well since no supervision is used to learn the representations. For the supervised approaches, the PTE and FastText, which ignore the order of the words, perform comparably as CNN and RNN on topic classi cation tasks (D and W ). However, the performance is signi cantly inferior to CNN and RNN on the task of sentiment classi cation on the Twi er data set, for which the order of the words is very important.
For query expansion methods, additional information from relevant documents tends to improve classi cation performance. e classical "bag-of-words" representation performs very well. Long document memory provide richer information than short document memory, and is more e ective in general. e performance gain is most salient when the text is extremely short and the relevant documents are long (W ). Compared to the classical query expansion methods, the performance of memory network-based methods are signi cantly better since the expansion process of classical methods are heuristic, which may introduce noise into the original representation while the memory network based solution provide an end-to-end solution. Our model with either so or hard a ention mechanism outperforms the original memory networks since the GRU unit is used to integrate the information from the original query and information read from memory. e performances of so and hard a ention are on par with each other. On two data sets (W and D ), so a ention performs slightly be er than hard a ention. On T , hard a ention performs slightly be er than so a ention.
Comparison of Expansion Using General v.s. Speci c Domain Long Documents
We o en have access to abundant long documents in general domain, such as Wikipedia and the World Wide Web, but less so for speci c domains. ese long documents may not exactly match the domain of a short text classi cation task, but some of them may still provide relevant information as long as there is some overlap in semantics and genre. To test this hypothesis, we take titles of D and search for relevant documents in W as the memory for classi cation. Intuitively, we are testing if "reading computer science literature could be as useful as reading relevant articles in Wikipedia". e classi cation performance is shown in Table 4 .
Overall, we observe a performance drop a er using W abstracts instead of D abstracts as memory. e performance drop is more salient when we use unsupervised text representation, because long documents in general domain necessarily introduce noise. Supervised representation learning methods can mitigate noise by ne-tuning text representation towards the task. Memory networks-based methods have the smallest performance gap by providing an end-to-end solution, among which our algorithm (ExpaNet) performs the best.
Parameter Sensitivity
4.5.1 E ect of number of hops. In our model, each hop selectively incorporates information from memory and re nes the representation of short text from previous hop. Naturally we raise the hypothesis that more hops will further re ne short text representation and lead to increased performance. To test the hypothesis, we train the memory networks with di erent number of hops (0,1,2,3,4) and observe the macro-averaged F1 score on the three data sets. To obtain statistical con dence, we run each con guration 5 times and compute the mean and standard deviation. Figure 2 shows the performance curve as the number of hops increases.
We see that as the number of hops increases, classi cation performance will increase and then quickly saturate. A large gain can be observed from #hops=0 to 1, which introduces the most information, and a slight gain from #hops=1 to 2. e performance becomes somewhat unstable with even more hops, which may be due to over-ing. Ideally, the number of hops is di erent for di erent short text: some need more re nements as they are too short, while others need less. We leave how to learn the best number of hops for expanding each short text as our future work. 4.5.2 E ect of memory size. In the retrieval module, we retrieve a set of a relevant documents, which are put into the memory. In this part, we study the e ect of memory size with respect to classi cation performance. We take the ExpaNet-so with 1 hop as an example and vary the number of memory cells K. All the results are averaged over ve runs with random initialization. We observe that on both D and T data sets, the performance are not sensitive to the memory size. However, on W data set, smaller memory size leads to slightly be er performance.
e reason is that on W data set, there is only one or very few relevant documents about a Wikipedia title, which is retrieved by the retrieval module. Adding more documents into the memory introduces more noise. However, this may not hold in real-world data: Web search usually returns many relevant documents.
Attention Interpretation
e a ention mechanism in the ExpaNet essentially computes similarity between a short text and each document in memory. We are interested in the a ention mechanism learned by our algorithm.
We are interested in the following questions: which memory cells does the model learn to pay more a ention to? With more number of hops, how does the a ention change? Note that when the long documents are loaded into memory, their retrieval ranks are reserved: the highest ranked document is placed in Cell 1, the lowest in Cell 20.
e memory networks, on the other hand, treat the memory as "a bag of cells" without considering the order.
In Figure 4 , we plot the a ention distribution over 20 memory cells in a so a ention memory network. e distribution is estimated by averaging the a entions on test data set. Hard attention memory networks have similar a ention distribution but with higher variance because of its stochastic nature. e a ention distribution agrees with our prior knowledge of retrieval relevance. Memory cells from le to right hold documents with decreasing relevance scores. A er training, the algorithm learns to pay more a ention to cells on the le , which agrees with the relevance ranking. With more hops, a ention on D and T tends to distribute uniformly across memory cells, indicating the expansion process can identify more relevant documents from the memory with more hops.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an end-to-end deep memory network approach for short text expansion with a large corpus of long documents. Inspired by the human search strategy, the memory network learns to select relevant documents with a ention mechanism, combine short text and expanded documents with a gating mechanism, and is trained end-to-end with short text classi cation as the objective. Extensive experiments on several real-world data sets show that our model signi cantly outperforms classical query expansion methods and methods without using external data. In the future, we plan to study how to automatically infer the optimal number of expansion hops for each short text.
